
This is a textbox...

There seems to be an

implicit assumption that

reserve comes from

conventional assets - that

should not be part of the

product design - you

should start with the

need (MW availability)...

Make the products

as accessible as

possible. Don't

make it favour

larger asset types. 

Previous products have had

response time and response

duration defined for each

product, with response time

declining as response duration

increases. We don’t need to do

this in future – new assets can

respond quickly and for longer

duration so need to reward this.

Extension options seems to do

this if I understand correctly.
How many MW and

for what duration? 

e.g. response of 1400

MW for 1 second to 30

minutes; reserve of 30

minutes to 4 hours.

Stackability

with BM

Many wind farm have

spinning reserve

offering a fixed MW

response for

frequency response.

It's there now ready to

go, why don't you use

this feature?

If you're going to have

lower inertia, you need

faster response for the

same MW loss (and the

same RoCoF).  How fast

do you want to

response?  Sub-second,

200ms?

Consider multiple

of say 500kW for

less than 5 minutes

as  a building block

with very fast

response

Can we get a sense

of the number of

events that could be

expected for any of

the proposed

services?

It would be good to

understand the delviery

time limits. You will get

more compettion if you

have a 30seocnd rather

than a 15 second

product

Make it easy for companies

to check their assets against

what requirements you have.

And see what the potential

benefits could be. Make it a

quick an easy process to

build a cost benefit and

forecast tool.

Will there be

availability as

well as

utilisation

payments or just

availability?

To ensure the maximum variability in

the type of assets that will be able to

deliver these products it is essential

that there is no symmetry-

requirement for the bids to be

submitted, i.e. if an operator finds it

attractive he should be able to only

submit bids for negative reserve.

Furthermore making sure that the

minimum bid-size is relatively small

(i.e. around 500 kW) is an essential

enabler. 

Procuring by HH

period day

ahead will give

more assets a

change to join

market

Will you

procure both

low and high

side reserve?

Conventional reserve, e.g.

turning  a genarator

'upwards'... well, if you stop,

you will reduce output and

therefore you're effectively

providing downward reserve

right? How are you not?

Therefore what is the actual

difference between single

sided markets for upward only

/ downward

How would the

inertia capacity

of optional fast

reserve interact

with the Inertia

Pathfinder?

Optional Fast

Reserve could

be provided by

wind using

Spinning

Reserve

Separate,

stackable

markets for

reserve and

inertia

Don't try to use "baselines" for

many different purposes -- the

mistake made with DC.

Measurement is a completely

different function from

forecasting, so it makes no

sense to try to use the same

methodologies for both.

Are you considering

carbon impact of

reserve

procurement? If not,

why not?

Aim to minimise

barriers to

participation by

non-dedicated

assets.

Optional Fast

REserve is still "in

the shadows" -

needs t obe

more visible and

formalised

Value of

inertia needs

to be

recognised

Definitely need

stacking of

services as long

as it does not

affect delivery

Product Design

smaller sizes

of behind the

meter are not

econonimc at

this time

Many MWh of batteries

are available in

industry and data

centres, but there has

to be an incentive for

those indrustres to be

bothered with

supporting the grid.

I'm concerned that we can

go thru the work designing

a product, or the Grid doing

so (as in ODFM) only for

Grid/ESO get their big stick

out with a

command&control type

mod (like GC0147) which

allows the Grid to avoid

using market mechanisms

Is the market

designed to allow

all generation

types are allowed

to participate

Constraints from

local network

providers do not

allow frequency

reponce at some

network locations

Are you

paying for

availability or

use or a

combination>

Locational

aspects/constraints

are going to get

more and more

important - need to

reflect this
The ESO should consider a

combination of long-term and short-

term contracts. Striking the right

balance between short and long-term

procurement is key to create financial

certainty required by investors,

ensuring a sustainable ancillary

services market. Understand that the

ESO is constrained by the CEP

requirements, but still believe there is

scope for a more appropriate mix

within the current legislative and

regulatory framework.

Demand side assets may

not always be able to

deliver firm response.

Consequences of this

need to be appropriate

to not limit DSR access

but appreciate grid's

need for firm response.

Do you want new providers

or happy with the currnt

providers?  If you need new

then you need to give at

least some certainty of

revenue for a perios for

bidders to invest,  If you

don't need new, you can

just go day ahread

settlement period windows

would be ideal - ODFM's 3

hour minimum restriction

excluded smaller assetsthat

could have potentially been

aggregated to deliver a 3

hour service

Settlement

periods

A day ahead market

setup with hourly

windows and an

hourly settlement

period is essential.

(Or higher resolution

-- e.g. 30 minutes)

Windows should align

with the products that the

reserve products are able

to stack with. If new

frequency products are

eventually to be bought

at an SP granulation, then

so should the reserve

products

Could storage with

grid forming

inverters provide an

equivalent product

to spin gen/spin

pump in the future?

Re spin gen

question - surely

need separate

markets for inertia

and reserve then

assets can stack

these?

Within-day markets

seem an obvious

choice, as allows

far better

cooptimisation, as

better information

available.

Need seperate

market structure for

inertia, don't confuse

inertia with frequency

response.  "Synthetic"

inertia is just clever

fast frequency

response.

How would you

price the value

of inertia from

optional fast

reserve?

Putting bids in

week ahead and

changing up to

day ahead would

work well

Picture not available

Also need to

be stackable

with CM.

Short term advantages. For the

ESO - more certainty = need to

buy less. For assets like wind,

they can provide 'firmer'

volume close to real time, and

for storage the can provide

firmer volume too as SOC is

better know. Technologies that

'don't' have a ramp rate offer

great optionality to the control

room.

Renewables require at

least day-ahead setup.

Preferrably also

allowing bids to be

adjusted after day-

ahead clearing until

one hour before

delivery.

Seems like there isn't a

realistic proposition of

contracts long term

enough to incentivise

asset build so should

only do further in

advance products if it

benefits NGESO

how will

carbon

content be

reflected

SP level granularity but with the ability to

easily price blocks/whole day for those

who do not want the flexibility would be a

much better solution.

Auction can be opened to the market for

the week and closed at DA to enable all

parties to participate.

There is no simple/perfect answer to

trying to capture the value of stability

within this. However something like an

uplift per GVA.s equivalent provided, per

SPcould be a reasonable compromise. It

would require the ESO to calculate on a

SP basis the value of additional GVA.s in

each SP.

A day ahead

market is essential

for renewable

providers - short

term delivery is an

advantage

If a contract or action is required at

National Level, can the contract be

transferable to another qualifying

asset with equivalent capabilities

to provide to that service at

National Level?

Or similar for assets in the same

GSP? This would allow greater

flexibility for operators of ESS

managing State of charge of a

battery portfolio as opposed to

focusing on single assets

It seems clear that both

standardised rules and

allowing max number of asset

types into the market is a

good thing. Therefore looking

at international examples of

e.g. approaches to baselining

that allow largest number of

assets to participate seems

the best approach.

Interaction

with reserve

procured

through the

BM

Market Design

As distributed assets begin

to get access to reserve

products, it needs to be

made very clear what the

order of deptach principle

will be, and there be

complete transparency

around that, even if it's post

event

Just a reminder that

many sites will be

unmanned so will

need automatic

dispatch processes. 

Leadtime on IT

infrastructure is long.

Automatic

acknowledgement of

dispatch instructions -

i.e., not the ODFM

email confirmation

process

All products should

be reported on

consistently to rest

of market

regardless of

provider type

ASDP-style

dispatch is key to

ensure assets

are dispatched in

merit order

Consistent

feeding in of

products to

imbalance price

calculation

Publication of

activation

instructions with

sufficient time

before end of intra-

day HH trading

windows

Telemetry requirements should

be the absolute minimum that you

can get away with, as otherwise

they can be cost-prohibitive for

small sites. It may be that, when

you really think about it, you

realise that you don't actually

need real-time visibility: the

question is what actions the

control room would take in real

time in response to what's

reported.

Wider access API is very flexible

and was useful in BM storage

trial... (and is therefore likely to

work for all asset types). Why

would wehave yet another access

protocol - can we standardise

around wider access API? Then it

will integrate much better with the

control room. The cost for

generators is getting lower all the

time.

Latency requirements

have a strong impact

on per-site telemetry

costs. If you allow 60-

90s latency, it

becomes significantly

cheaper.

Wider Access

API should be a

valid alternative

to be explored

further

Condiser using the

operational APIs that are

being used for some of the

newer response services

and any elements used in

the current PAS service.

Keeping systems as alined

as possible assistes greatly

in time to market and

ongoing maintenance

Dispatch and communication

Before manufacturers will

produce product  for pre-

qualification  we need

incentives  and long term

returns on investmmnets

Utilising HH meter

data simplifies

access, as per

ODFM. More

detailed metering

is cost prohibitive

on smaller assets

The prequalification

needs to fully comply

with the minimum

technical

requirements in SOGL

Articles 154/155,

158/159 and 161/162

Condiser using the

operational API and

performance APIs

that are being used

for some of the

newer response

services

If you have

availability decs

in ASDP why not

basline as you

do in STOR

Only open to thermal

generation subject to

submission of EA Permit

information evidencing

compliance with the MCPD-

specified Generator Controls,

including EA Customer

Number, Permit ID, data of

test, NOx and CO levels at

date of test and permit end

date

Approach to baselining is key to

market accessibility. Requiring PNs to

be submitted an hour ahead of real-

time excludes a lot of DSR and,

potentially renewables. ESO should

consider use of historic baselines

(preferred) or, if nominated baselines

must be used, either using filtered

meter signal or letting them be

submitted close to real-time. Historic

baselines are most common

approach in international markets and

the optimal approach, though.

Think carefully about accuracy

requirements. It is common to have

asymmetric tolerances -- i.e. severe

penalties for not delivering

enough, but not for delivering a bit

too much. (There's already

economic incentives not to over-

deliver, in addition to imbalance

costs.) It's the width of the total

band that matters, in terms of the

range of assets and customers that

can participate.

Definitely

support the

scalability and

automation.

Technology neutrality is

not an end in itself. Need

appropriate, comparable

treatment of all applicable

resources, even if that

means different details to

accommodate different

technologies.

Consider performance

monitoring requirements

for the new suite of

products as a whole.

Sending multiple perfmon

files, at diferent resolutions

becomes challenging, only

having to send one would

be better

Speed of sampling

is 10% of ramp time

plus 500

measurements over

the delivery period

No, the PN is

not a useful

baseline for

many

resources.

Standardised rules,

baselining, and

incorporating past asset

performance would be

best - if this discriminates

against some asset

types/providers then that's

a good thing for efficiency,

surely?

Type testing approval

will be important for

unlocking access to

smaller scale (eg

aggregated

residential scale

assets)

Performance monitoring &

penalties preferred rather

than pre-qual. Quicker

access, and also allows

ESO to 'trust' industry to hit

standards early - rather

than dictating tests that

might be hard to do / not

relevent

Transparency for all

or none - can't have

some parties

posiitons are known

to all and others not.
Support ESO

testing of MCPD

plant compliance to

facilitate carbon

monitoring of

services  

how will you ensure metering is

appropriate / not

disproportionate for smaller

assets? This remains a major

technical barrier to unlocking

aggregated batteries

Baselining is proving to be a blocker for

certain assets to participate in the new

response services (DC etc). Some assets are

partly available and hence their non

controllable elements are not known in

advance making an accurate baseline

difficult to produce accurately. Enabling a

mechanism where this "uncontrolled"

element can be removed is important to

enable demand or BTM type assets

participate. Options would be: allow the

baseline to be derived by eliminating the

uncontrolled element of the asset or to

performance monitor against real-time

availability at event time (as opposed to a

preset baseline).

Performance monitoring & Pre-qualification

This is a textbox...

Previous products have

been had response time

and response duration

defined for each product,

with response time

declining as response

duration increases. We

don’t need to do this in

future – new assets can

respond quickly and for

longer duration so need to

reward this. Extension

options seems to do this if I

understand correctly.

Previous products have been had response

time and response duration defined for each

product, with response time declining as

response duration increases. We don’t need

to do this in future – new assets can respond

quickly and for longer duration so need to

reward this. Extension options seems to do

this if I understand correctly.

The ESO should consider a

combination of long-term

and short-term contracts.

Striking the right balance

between short and long-

term procurement is key to

create financial certainty

required by investors,

ensuring a sustainable

ancillary services market.

We understand that the

ESO is constrained by the

CEP requirements, but we

still believe there is scope

for a more appropriate mix

within the current legislative

and regulatory framework.

The ESO should consider a

combination of long-term

and short-term contracts.

Striking the right balance

between short and long-

term procurement is key to

create financial certainty

required by investors,

ensuring a sustainable

ancillary services market.

We understand that the

ESO is constrained by the

CEP requirements, but we

still believe there is scope

for a more appropriate mix

within the current legislative

and regulatory framework.

Alignment & Timeframe from

bid to award is vital - especially

for flex assets that have limited

duration. For example, if you

have to wait 2 hours to know if

you won or not, you're

precluded from participating in

other markets.. (e.g. Day ahead

auctions)


